


Hotel
The Garden Hotel, Guangzhou
  The Connoisseur
  The Cascade
  The Peach Blossom
  Lai Wan Market
  The Carousel
  The Tavern
  Tea Lounge
  Lotus Pond

The R i tz-Car l ton,  Guangzhou 
Conference and Catering
  FOODS
  CCS-Banquet
  Boutique
  SPA

The St. Regis Shenzhen
  Elba
  Decanter

Park Hyatt Beijing

JW Marriott, Beijing
  CRU Steakhouse
  Asia Bistro

The Peninsula Beijing
  JING
  Huang Ting

Fairmont Peace Hotel, Shanghai
  Cathay Room
  Dragon Phoenix
  Cin Cin
  Willow Stream, A Fairmont SPA

The Ritz-Carlton Shanghai, Pudong
  Aura Lounge and Jazz Ba
  Jin Xuan
  Scena
  Flair Rooftop
  ESPA
  Boutique
 
Renaissance Shanghai Yu Garden Hotel
  Yu Garden Cafe
  China Bistro
  Yu Bar
  Yu Sushi
  Yu Gourmet

Social Restaurant
Laurel Restaurant
Kamii Restaurant
Excellent Tang Palace
Tang's Cuisine
Tang Palace Seafood Restaurant
Xiaotaoyuan Hostel
LuLu Restauran

Beverage
Pacific Coffee

Terms and Detailed Rules and Regulations

1. Unless specified, the valid period of all offers shall be from December 1, 2012 to November 
30, 2013.

2. Offers delivered by part of the merchants are only applicable to the designated stores of 
the participating merchants. Please log on www.unionpay.com or consult with the participating 
merchants for the details of their offers and the terms and detailed rules and regulations.

3. The offers are applicable to all valid "UnionPay cards with card number starting from 62" 
issued in regions other than China Mainland, including Hong Kong and Macau (hereinafter 
referred to as "UnionPay Card", including credit card and ATM card printed with UnionPay 
identification). The offers shall not be enjoyed in transactions not signed through UnionPay 
network.

4. The client must indicate his/her entitlement to UnionPay card offers when making 
reservations, patronizing or paying the bill (restaurant)/booking rooms (hotel). Supply must be 
delivered as the case may be. In case of any changes, the offers at the time of patranizing shall 
apply.

5. Unless specified, the above offers are not available in conjunction with any other discounts, 
discount coupon, cash coupon and promotions of the restaurant/hotel. 

6. Accommodation offers shall be restricted by the reservation and application terms of the 
hotel. Please make reservations and query with the hotel in advance.

7. All pictures are provided for reference only. Offers, detailed profile, terms and detailed rules 
and regulations of the participating merchants shall be provided by the merchants. If the client 
suffers any loss due to the refusal of the participating merchants to provide offers, UnionPay (this 
company) shall not be obligated to take any responsibilities.

8. The above offers shall in no case be cancelled, altered, transferred or cashed.

9. This company is not the supplier and shall take no responsibility for the quality of the 
products or services provided by the merchants. The merchants shall be legally responsible for 
their products and services.

10. This company and the participating merchants reserve the discretionary right to alter, 
suspend or cancel the promotions or amend the terms and detailed rules and regulations of the 
merchants.

11. In case the client is engaged in any deceptive or fraudulent practices, this company will 
promptly cancel his/her participating qualification. 

12. This company and the participating merchants reserve the right to make final decisions on 
any disputes, if any.

13. In case of discrepancies between the Chinese and English versions of these terms and 
detailed rules and regulations, the Chinese version shall prevail.





The Garden Hotel, Guangzhou, the first and only Platinum 5-Star Hotel in 
Guangzhou, the flagship hotel of the Lingnan Group's deluxe hotel collection 
— LN Garden Hotel and the Headquarters Hotel of The 16th Asian Games,is 
a premier destination for guests from home and abroad featuring exceptional 
facilities, superb services and personalized Lingnan style hospitality.

Located on the top 30th Floor, The Carousel provides breakfast buffet and 
buffet dinner in a elegant and romantic environment. Breakfast buffet is only for 
guests from the executive floor while buffet dinner is open to the public.

Modeled after the design of French palace, The Connoisseur provides exquisite 
cuisine of authentic French and European flavor in an elegant and gorgeous 
environment. The whole restaurant is brimming with European elegance, along 
with tasty food & wine, as if you’re roaming in a romantic, elegant and gorgeous 
palace.

"National Premium Restaurant" and "Top Ten Star Catering Enterprises in 
Guangzhou"Cantonese cuisine is too famous to miss. As one of the best Chinese 
restaurants in Guangzhou, The Peach Blossom provides a variety of award-
winning and classic Cantonese cuisines which makes you feel the most sincere 
hospitality.

In the breath of gardens, The Cascade will enable you to dine at garden-like 
scenery, enjoying miraculous easiness and comfort.

Applicable to UnionPay overseas cards only. Not 
applicable at Furusato Japanese Restaurant and 
Bodegas Sanbert (Wine Cellar). Excluding banquets, 
and any other promotion items of the restaurants.

Excluding meals delivery service and any other special promotion items of the 
restaurants.

Excluding meals delivery service and any other special promotion items of the 
restaurants.

Excluding meals delivery service and any other special promotion 
items of the restaurants.

Excluding meals delivery service and any other special promotion 
items of the restaurants.368 East Huanshi Road, Guangzhou

86-20-83338989

30/F, The Garden Hotel, Guangzhou
86-20-83338989-3996

3/F, The Garden Hotel, Guangzhou
86-20-83338989-3964

3/F, The Garden Hotel, Guangzhou
86-20-83338989-3315/3316/3317

Lobby, The Garden Hotel, Guangzhou
86-20-83338989-3909/3613
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The Garden Hotel, 
Guangzhou

The Carousel

The Connoisseur

The Peach Blossom

The Cascade
Enjoy 10% discount for the food and beverage consumption 
in hotel’s outlets*

10% off

10% off

10% off

10% off

Applicable Types 
of Card
UnionPay overseas card
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The restaurant serves a wide variety of well-known Cantonese snacks and 
dishes. Its decoration has been designed based on the night scene of the past 
famous Lai Wan Market. You can also find the authentic southern China flavor 
in all well-spaced lychees, winding cirrus, banyans, melon canopy and the ten 
nominating flower boats with fine workmanship.

This casual lobby pub will enable you to enjoy leisure moments in the taste of 
coffee, snacks and special drinks while viewing the plunging artificial waterfall in 
the back garden. You can also enjoy the daily live band singing from 20:30 to 
00:30 (Sunday excluded).

Typical English pub with classic nostalgia decoration, The Tavern 
provides all kinds of wines and premium cigars that make a good place 
for people to raise their cups for business negotiations or plain joy.

The teahouse, located in the hotel lobby with unique and elegant 
atmosphere, makes a good place for tea tasting, chatting, leisure 
and relaxation.

Excluding meals delivery service and any other special promotion 
items of the restaurants.

Excluding meals delivery service and any other special promotion 
items of the restaurants.

Excluding meals delivery service and any other special promotion 
items of the restaurants.

Excluding meals delivery service and any other special promotion 
items of the restaurants.

2/F, The Garden Hotel, Guangzhou
86-20-83338989-3922/3923

Lobby, The Garden Hotel, Guangzhou
86-20-83338989-3695/3191

Lobby, The Garden Hotel, Guangzhou
86-20-83338989-3633

Lobby, The Garden Hotel, Guangzhou
86-20-83338989-3625

Lai Wan Market

Lotus Pond 

The Tavern

Tea Lounge

10% off

10% off

10% off

10% off



Situated in the new CBD Pearl River New City, the Ritz-Carlton, Guangzhou is a 
luxury destination in the hub of Southern China with 351 rooms and 91 luxurious 
apartments. City landmarks such as Canton Tower, Guangzhou Opera House, 
Guangdong Museum and Haixinsha Island are at just steps away from the hotel. 

The Ritz-Carlton, Guangzhou 
Conference and Catering

FOODS is an all-day-long international arena for gourmet food, providing "self-order 
quality but self-service style", which has given the traditional buffet with a new definition. 
The atmosphere and decoration embodies the traditional, typical street style of both Asia 
and western countries. At the same time, the six open kitchens will provide the guests 
cooked-on-the-spot cuisines from all around the world, and give a live showcase of the 
global cooking essence as if they are watching a fantastic performance. Here, you can 
see various seafood sashimi, smell the freshly baked French breads, and hear all kinds of 
barbecues sizzling on European-style rotary ovens; besides, you can also taste the newly 
made sorbet and ice cream, and get to know "how ice cream is made". FOODS is able 
to locate you in a busy international street where you can enjoy a delightful sensory feast 
while choosing fresh authentic global cuisine at your own will.

Above offer is not available in conjunction 
with any other promotions or discounts. No 
discount is available for service charge.

FOODS

10% off

The experienced banquet and conference service team of Ritz-Carlton 
Guangzhou is fully committed to providing customers with careful and 
thoughtful personalized services. In order to present the perfect meeting 
arrangement for every guest, the ladies and gentlemen engaged in hotel 
banquet and conference services will provide all guests with elegant stage set 
and careful and attentive service as well as a variety of conference activities of 
different themes that tailored to your specific requirement.

Far away from the madding crowd and detaching the pressure from the 
mind, The Ritz-Carlton Spa will assure you a physical and mental tranquility to 
your heart’s content and make you as beautiful as the spring flower. In such 
a refined treatment center, we offer a package of services, ranging from 
massage therapy, body care to beauty and hairdressing salon service. Our 
physiotherapists and beauty advisers will carefully attend to your demands and 
offer you a professional and well-rounded therapy service, bringing you an 
impressive and personalized experience.

Above offer is not available in conjunction 
with any other promotions or discounts. 
Advance booking is required.

Above offer is not available for Foods and not available in 
conjunction with any other promotions or discounts. It is 
not available during Canton Fair.

Above offer is not available in conjunction 
with any other promotions or discounts. 

CCS-Banquet

SPA

Boutique

10% off on banquet rental

10% off for single item

10% off on purchase of items with The Ritz-
Carlton Guangzhou logo

3 Xing An Road, Pearl River New City, Tianhe District 
Guangzhou, China
020-38136688

Applicable Types 
of Card
UnionPay overseas card



ST REGIS is located on the top floors of the world’s 8th highest building KingKey 
100 at the financial center of Luohu District, Shenzhen. 290 guest rooms 
together with various catering and recreational places, the prestigious and 
distinguished landmark location, classic and outstanding design concept and 
tailored and luxurious service will all make ST REGIS, Shenzhen the latest social 
and commercial highland of the whole city.
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The St. Regis Shenzhen

Above offer is not available in conjunction with 
any other promotions or discounts. 

10% off from BAR Rates
E s p e c i a l l y  2 0 %  o f f  f r o m  B A R  R a t e s  o f  S u i t e s  f o r 
Diamond&Commercial Cards.

Late check out at 3pm
24 hours St. Regis Signature Butler Services
Invitation to our evening ritual at The Drawing Room at 7:00pm.

15% off F& B discount for Diamond & Commercial Cards.
10% off F&B discount for Platinum & Overseas Cards.

5016 Shennan South Road, Luohu district, Shenzhen
86-755-8308 8888

5017 Shennan East Road, Luohu District, Shenzhen 
Tel: 86-755-8308 8888 - 1852

5017 Shennan East Road, Luohu District, Shenzhen 
Tel: 86-755-8308 8888 - 1459/1455

Elba Italian Restaurant, located on the 99th floor, offers you a spectacular sightseeing 
and brings you a warm and pleasant atmosphere that brims over the elegant indoor 
environment. Elba provides authentic Italian food made of fresh and healthy ingredients 
and various high-quality wines for you to choose from. Business hours: 11:00 am to 
2:30 pm   6:00 p.m. to 10:00 pm

Accompanying you on the 100th floor are the night scenery and nearly 200 
types of wines from the world-recognized and top-grade chateaus. Tea 
Compass Bar is the best place for private parties and wine tasting. Adjacent 
to it is The Tian Bar and The Books Pavilion where people can enjoy the 
selected top-quality cigars. Besides, the works of famous writers and literary 
masterpieces are provided here for literature lovers, creating a multi-sense 
experience of classical and modern characteristics.
Business hours: 5:00 pm to 02:00 am

Above offer is not available in conjunction with any other 
promotions or discounts. 

Above offer is not available in conjunction with 
any other promotions or discounts. 

Elba

Decanter

10% off for all Overseas Cards.
15% off for Diamond & Commercial Cards.

10% off for all Overseas Cards.
15% off for Diamond & Commercial Cards.

Applicable Types 
of Card
UnionPay overseas card



Park Haytt, Beijing, at the core zone of Beijing central business district (CBD), is 
located at the main building of Yintai Center, Chang’an Avenue, Chaoyang District, 
opposite to Chinese International Trade Center and China Central Television in the 
distance, close to Tiananmen Square, Wangfujing, Xiushui Street and Huamao 
Center, and a 1.5-hour ride to the Badaling Great Wall. Park Haytt, Beijing offers 
modern and luxurious facilities and meticulous services where the guests can enjoy 
services covering leisure, fitness, delicious food and entertainment. China Grill is 
the highest Bejing restaurant in Chang’an Avenue opened by Park Haytt, Beijing, 
where you can enjoy both international cuisines and the urban scenery. The hotel 
recreational facilities include Tianchi Spa Center, KiTechnoGym fitness equipments 
and the Yue Fitness center with 25-meter-long pool.
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Park Hyatt Beijing

Enjoy discount on guest room rate: check in at regular 
price at weekends ( i.e. Friday, Saturday and Sunday ), 
and enjoy a free third night.
Late check out to 15:00pm
Free upgrading to Park Hyatt deluxe room
( provide the promo code "BEI346" when reservating )

Above offer is subject to  availability and not available in 
conjunction with any other promotions. 

2 Jianguomenwai Avenue, Chaoyang District, Beijing
86-10-85671234

Applicable Types 
of Card
UnionPay overseas card
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JW Marroitt, Beijing, located at Huamao Center, Chaoyang District, is equipped 
with 588 guest rooms, 5 dining halls and bars, first-rated fitness center, 
and water therapy facilities, providing the guests with a pleasant experience 
integrating traditional classic and modern fashion.

JW Marriott, Beijing

Enjoy 10% discount from the current day room 
rate for UnionPay overseas cards; 
Enjoy 10% off discount from the current day room 
rate and early check in and late check out for 
UnionPay Diamond cards and Commercial cards.

83 Jian Guo Road, China Central Place, Chaoyang District, Beijing
Tel: 86-10-59086688

2/F, JW Marriott, Beijing, 83 Jian Guo Road, China Central Place, Chaoyang District, Beijing
86-10-59088530

1/F, JW Marriott, Beijing, 83 Jian Guo Road, China Central Place, Chaoyang District, Beijing
86-10-59086688

This is the paradise for beef-steak and seafood lovers in that the selected 
seafood and steaks from all over the world are gathered here. It is the first 
restaurant with the meat acid discharge chamber where the guests can choose 
the type and weight of meat according to their own preferences; the open 
kitchen will serve guests the boutique steaks baked on the spot.

A variety of delicious foods are available here throughout the day, including high-
quality Asian flavors from Thailand, India, Vietnam and China. Guests can also 
taste the freshly baked India south-south bread, appreciate chefs making spicy 
curry on the spot, and choose the ingredients for the glutinous rice roll on their 
own or order some delicate deserts full of creativity. It is a place full of endless 
choices and happiness.

Excluding beverages

Excluding beverages

CRU Steakhouse

Asia Bistro

15% off

15% off

Applicable Types 
of Card
UnionPay overseas card
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Grand and splendid, The Peninsula, Beijing, located at the business and 
recreational center of Beijing, is demonstrating the magnificence of the capital. 
When you are enjoying an elegant and noble atmosphere in this bustling city – 
the classic and graceful furniture and ornaments with sleek lines or stretch your 
body and exhilarate the mind in a marble bathtub, room technologies are always 
available at hand, rendering you a satisfactory journey whether for business or 
sightseeing.

The Peninsula Beijing

Enjoy free room upgrading 

8 Goldfish Lane,Wangfujing, Beijing
86-10-85162888

8 Goldfish Lane,Wangfujing, Beijing
86-10-65106714

JING Restaurant is the kingdom of cuisine with a combination of both 
the east and the west. With the integration of culinary culture essence 
from both the east and the west, JING is able to present a variety of 
cuisines of pleasing and elegant style. The glass cellar with fourteen 
hundred bottles of wine and three open kitchens which display the chefs’ 
superb culinary techniques will make you feel as if you are staying at a 
theatre watching the entire cooking process, no matter which meal you 
are enjoying, breakfast, lunch or dinner. The interior design of JING is 
the combination of three elements, ebony, mirror and water, creating a 
relaxed and stylish dining environment.

JING

10% off (only for menu food)

8 Goldfish Lane,Wangfujing, Beijing
86-10-65106707

Huang Ting Chinese Restaurant is the place where you understand the true 
meaning of fresh through Cantonese cuisine in an aristocratic courtyard. Built 
according to the aristocratic courtyard, Huang Ting has successfully remodeled 
the Hutong style of Beijing, the old ancient capital. The historical features of the 
old-to-new transition of Shanxi and Beijing are all documented through these 
heavy old wooden doors, antique pine floors and carved stone window lattice. 
As for the two celebrity chefs from Hong Kong, it is their job to make daily 
provision for guests with meticulously cooked classic dishes of Cantonese dim 
sum, classic Cantonese dishes and classic dishes from other parts of China, 
such as the classic Sichuan shrimp, the spicy taste of which is a special treat for 
many people.

Huang Ting

10% off (only for menu food)

Applicable Types 
of Card
UnionPay overseas card



Peace Hotel once again brings back the legendary history and prominence of 
Shanghai, China along with the unfailing glorious history and the spirit of advancing 
with the time. Through the noble and elegant renovation and alterations, Peace 
Hotel is listed by Fairmont as the antique hotel of Global Excellence together with 
The Savoy in London, Plaza Hotel in New York, The Fairmont San Francisco and 
other renowned hotels. After the complete renovation, All rooms and suites are 
more spacious and elegant, plus the cross-integration of various art treasures 
and a variety of cultural styles, its reputation of Shanghai's " Oriental Pearl " is 
even more worthy of the name. The rooms are with elegant decoration and 
equipped with luxury bathrooms for guests to relax in the most comfortable 
environment.
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Fairmont Peace Hotel, Shanghai

Enjoy free room upgrading 
Late check out to 16:00
Enjoy free heritage tour

15% tax and service charge collected for room rates,
heritage tour from 10:00 to 19:00,
Advance booking is required to enjoy the benefits,
Check out by valid UnionPay credit cards,
Room upgrading subject to availability.

20 East Nanjing Road, Shanghai, China
86-21-63216888

9/F, Fairmont Peace Hotel
86-21-61386881

8/F, Fairmont Peace Hotel
86-21-61386880

Mid Floor, Fairmont Peace Hotel
86-21-61386889

1/F, Fairmont Peace Hotel 86-21-61386818

This is the place where you can enjoy a unique dining experience of overlooking the 
beautiful scenery of The Bund, while tasting elegant European-style home-cooked 
food. With the blending of many delicious European dishes, Cathay Room is rated 
as the legend of cuisine in Shanghai and also an ideal place for dinner parties of both 
locals and tourists. You can taste a variety of great European style dishes while 
enjoying the exquisite and gorgeous atmosphere filled with pleasant wine flavor and 
savor the selection of wines from more than 200 top brands from Europe and the 
New World, all carefully chosen by the sommeliers of Cathay Room. In addition, 
you can also find in Cathay Room the ultimate experience of enjoying the personal 
menu meticulously prepared by the chefs, from the only balcony in the world where 
people can at the same time appreciate the beauty of the Huangpu River and the 
urban landscape of Shanghai (reservation is required).

As a renowned high-grade Chinese restaurant, Dragon Phoenix provides the 
most classic Shanghai and Cantonese cuisine. Its classic and luxury style and 
atmosphere makes the guests feel like staying in a gourmet paradise well-
served by a private butler. Located on the 8th floor, it is a charming and 
nostalgic place with four private dining rooms well suited for entertaining guests 
and business exchanges.

Here, you can taste the noblest wines and the most expensive cigars. Cin Cin, 
located at the middle floor of the hall (can be entered through Jasmine Lounge), 
offers a variety of relaxing and refreshing spaces such as the modern cocktail 
bar, the elegant wine cellar as well as the cozy cigar lounge. It is a charming 
place for connoisseurs to participate in social activities in such a fashionable 
atmosphere while enjoying the world’s top-grade wines, alcohols, and cigars.

To reproduce the past glory of Shanghai Peace Hotel, Fairmont luxurious spa brand—
Willow Stream will renovate the multicultural vitality which this city was once proud of. 
We will apply peaceful and delicate method to recreate the diagnosis idea of the ancient 
traditional Chinese medicine and combine it with the latest skin-care products plus health 
care science and technology, on the basis of which, we will help you maintain a perfect 
state which achieves the balance of Ying and Yang and the harmony of body and soul.

Advance booking is required.

Advance booking is required.

Advance booking is required.

Cathay Room

Dragon Phoenix

Cin Cin

Willow Stream, A Fairmont SPA

10% off

10% off

Enjoy happy time of each day from 18:00 to 20:00 for buy-one-get-
one-free deals (designated beverages)

Enjoy 667 Yuan worth of 60-minute footcare for purchase of double 
body or face care

Applicable Types 
of Card
UnionPay overseas card
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Pudong Lujiazui, the financial and commercial center of Shanghai, is located at 
the east coast of Huangpu River and facing Puxi across theYangtze River. The 
Ritz Carlton Restaurant, Pudong is situated at Shanghai International Financial 
Center which integrates luxury offices, accommodations and shopping facilities; 
dazzling, fashionable, attractive and luxurious, it is your second to none choice 
whether for meetings or business trips. The restaurant is located on the top 18 
floors of the 58-storey building, the first phase of Shanghai International Financial 
Center at the core zone of Lujia zui financial and trade center, only 25 kilometers 
from Hongqiao International Airport and 40 kilometers from Pudong International 
Airport, which produces a good view overlooking the panorama of the Bund.

The Ritz-Carlton Shanghai, Pudong

Enjoy 10% discount for lunch at SCENA, JINXUAN, 
and AURA restaurants
Enjoy 10% discount at Boutique
Enjoy 10% discount for SPA service 

Guest is required to make reservations and pay the bills with their 
Unionpay overseas cards in order to enjoy the above benefits 
(exclusing beverages).

Shanghai IFC, 8 Century Avenue, Lujiazui, Pudong New 
District, Shanghai, China
86-21-20201888

Shanghai IFC, 8 Century Avenue, Lujiazui, Pudong New District, Shanghai, China
86-21-20201888

Shanghai IFC, 8 Century Avenue, Lujiazui, Pudong New District, Shanghai, China
86-21-20201888

Shanghai IFC, 8 Century Avenue, Lujiazui, Pudong New District, Shanghai, China
86-21-20201888

Shanghai IFC, 8 Century Avenue, Lujiazui, Pudong New District, Shanghai, China
86-21- 20201888

Chinese Tea, fast food and British style afternoon tea are available in Aura 
lounge and jazz bar throughout the day. What’s more, Aura has a plenty of 
cellars, making it possible for the guests to enjoy the mellow champagne and 
many other vintages at all times.

Jin Xuan restaurant offers high-quality Cantonese dishes and 8 private halls 
catering for various occasions.

Scene Italian Restaurant is equipped with open kitchens for interaction with the 
guests and offers breakfast, lunch and dinner, including authentic Italian cuisines.

Flair rooftop outdoor restaurant bar, situated on the top floor of Shanghai Peace 
Hotel, offers a variety of fashionable Asian delicacies. Guests may appreciate 
the Bund scenery at spaces full of fashion.

Guest is required to make reservations and pay the bills with 
their Unionpay overseas cards in order to enjoy the above 
benefits (exclusing beverages).

Guest is required to make reservations and pay the bills with 
their Unionpay overseas cards in order to enjoy the above 
benefits (exclusing beverages).

Guest is required to make reservations and pay the bills with 
their Unionpay overseas cards in order to enjoy the above 
benefits (exclusing beverages).

Guest is required to make reservations and pay the bills with their 
Unionpay overseas cards in order to enjoy the above benefits 

Aura Lounge and Jazz Bar

Jin Xuan

Scena

Flair Rooftop

10% off for lunch

10% off for lunch

10% off for lunch

10% off (food and beverage)

Applicable Types 
of Card
UnionPay overseas card
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Shanghai IFC, 8 Century Avenue, Lujiazui, Pudong New District, Shanghai, China
86-21-20201888

Shanghai IFC, 8 Century Avenue, Lujiazui, Pudong New District, Shanghai, China
86-21-20201888

The Ritz Carlton Restaurant, Pudong is located at the 52nd floor of Shanghai 
Peace Hotel.

The Ritz Carlton Restaurant, Pudong offers luxury spa facilities and 24-hour fitness 
centers with a total area of up to 1,500 square meters (16,146 square feet), 
which may help guests get rid of their fatigue due to busy business and serious 
of meetings. Ritz Carlton spa center offers the most wonderful and luxurious spa 
experience in Shanghai where you can choose from ample spa services which 
include everything one expects to find, ranging from beauty treatment to physical 
and mental ease. Guests may have a full taste of Shanghai landscape from all 
the 10 spa rooms. Besides, guests may also enjoy the indoor swimming pool, 
hydraulic massage and steam rooms on the 53rd floor where the Bund scenery is 
also available.

Guest is required to make reservations and pay the bills with their 
Unionpay overseas cards in order to enjoy the above benefits 

Guest is required to make reservations and pay the bills with their Unionpay 
overseas cards in order to enjoy the above benefits 

Boutique

ESPA

10% off

10% off



Renaissance Shanghai Yu Garden Hotel is located at the center of Shanghai City, 
close to the famous Yu Garden and Shanghai Old City. And it is only several minutes’ 
journey from Yu Garden to the Bund, Xintiandi and other tourist resorts. The 
Renaissance Shanghai Yu Garden Hotel is so warm and cozy, providing home-like 
business and leisure experiences. Rooms and suites our hotel offer are equipped with 
fashionable luxurious bedclothes, high-speed internet access, safes and mini-bars. 
The first-class facilities of our hotel include one business center, four activity rooms 
and ballrooms and a cocktail lounge situated on the 17th administrative floor where 
you can get a view of boundless city skyline. On the evenings, you can choose any 
one of our all-round service restaurants where you can share delicious food and 
have a chat with your family. Welcome to Asian Cultural Center and enjoy the top 
accommodation service of Renaissance Shanghai Yu Garden Hotel.

Renaissance Shanghai Yu Garden Hotel

Enjoy a free portion of fruit,
Enjoy free Wifi, 
Enjoy free gym

Not available in conjunction with any other promotions.

159 Henan South Road, Shanghai 
86-21-23218888

159 Henan South Road, Shanghai
86-21-23218955

159 Henan South Road, Shanghai
86-21-23218977

159 Henan South Road, Shanghai
86-21-23218955

159 Henan South Road, Shanghai
86-21-23218888

Based on the concept of open kitchen, Yu Garden Cafe provides guests with all 
kinds of international gourmet and organic food. 

As a bridge connecting traditional and modern catering cultures with elegant 
settings and fashionable environment, China Bistro provides guests with various 
new Chinese dishes.

Yu Sushi presents the historical and traditional Japanese cuisine to the guests in 
a very fashionable way.

The open environment of Yu Bar is a good place for tasting fine wine, coffee 
and all kinds of cocktail drinks.

Not available in conjunction with any other promotions.

Not available in conjunction with any other promotions.

Not available in conjunction with any other promotions.

Not available in conjunction with any other promotions.

Yu Garden Cafe

China Bistro

Yu Sushi

Yu Bar

15% off

15% off

15% off

15% off

Applicable Types 
of Card
UnionPay overseas card
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159 Henan South Road, Shanghai
86-21-23218888

All kinds of bread, chocolate, ice cream and special beverages made of the 
above raw materials are available throughout the day! You may sit here and 
have a little rest, only to idle away the leisure time on a sunny afternoon or 
to get rid of your bored emotions while waiting…In such a hot summer, a 
glass of cool iced drink plus a piece of delicious desert will bestow you a petty 
bourgeoisie sentiment that belongs to you only.

Not available in conjunction with any other promotions.

Yu Gourmet

15% off
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Laurel is a Cantonese restaurant noted for its “gentle and elegant dining environment, 
delicious and innovative dishes as well as attentive and meticulous service.” With the 
adherence and persistence to its brand concept of “advocating nature and pursuing 
true flavor”, the restaurant has created a unique “green, healthy, and nutritious” 
dining style and created a social platform for people with good taste and pleasant 
life attitudes. From the establishment of its first store in 1995 at Shenzhen Luohu 
Commercial City up to now, Laurel has founded 11 brand shops in Shenzhen, 
Panyu, Macau, Chengdu and some other cities at a pragmatic and steady pace. At 
the same time Laurel is also a brand operation and management restaurant blessed 
with lots of honors. For example, it is one of those that won the title “the Crown 
of Oriental Cuisine and Chinese Charm - Bibi Restaurant” (visiting and dining here 
is a must) on the 60th anniversary of the founding of New China, and Shenzhen 
“Time-honored Brand” on the great day of the 30th anniversary of Shenzhen. On 
May, 2011, it became one of the five restaurants that were honored the title “the 
first national five-diamond restaurants” granted by the National Super Restaurant 
Evaluation Committee. 

Luohu Store, Shenzhen
Address: Store 5010, 5/F, Luohu Commercial City, South Plaza Road, Luohu 
District, Shenzhen  
Business Tel: 86-755-82323668      Fax:86-755-82325661

Century Plaza Store, Shenzhen
Address: 2/F, Century Plaza Hotel, Jianshe Road, Luohu District, Shenzhen
Business Tel: 86-755-82323888      Fax:86-755-82321888

Tianan Store, Shenzhen
Address: 2/3/F, Tianan Clubhouse, Tianan Cyber Park, Che Kung Temple, Futian 
District, Shenzhen
Business Tel: 86-755-83895138       Fax:86-755-83893957

OCT Store, Shenzhen
Address: 1/F, Portofino Clubhouse, OCT Xiangshan Street, Nanshan District, 
Shenzhen
Business Tel:86-755-26003218      Fax:86-755-26003108

Xiangxieli Store, Shenzhen
Address: 1/F, Purple Garden, Sharm Garden, Nongyuan Road, Agricultural Science 
Center，Futian District, Shenzhen,
Business Tel:86-755-83171818      Fax:86-755-83171908

OCT East Store, Shenzhen
Address: Interlaken Town, Tea Stream Valley, East OCT, Yantian District, Shenzhen
Business Tel:86-755-25031888      Fax:86-755-25031188

Vanke Store, Shenzhen
Address: 1st of Area C, "Vanke City" Style Pedestrian Street, Sakata Xuegang, 
Longgang District, Shenzhen
Business Tel:86-755-89506298      Fax:86-755-89505999

Panyu Store, Guangzhou
Address: 1/2/3/F, Tianan Energy Science and Technology Park, Tianan Science 
and Technology Exchange Center  Panyu District, Guangzhou 
Business Tel: 86-20-39388188      Fax:86-20-39388177

OCT Store, Chengdu
Address: lakeside, Area A  of Spring Waterfront Food Street, Fu River of OCT, 
Happy Valley, Jinniu District, Chengdu, Sichuan Province
Business Tel: 86-28-61898868      Fax:86-28-61898996

Laurel Restaurant

10% off

1. For Chinese fried dishes and desserts;
2. Excluding seafood, drinks, barbecue and abalone seafood, 
special-offer combo and cuisine. 
3. Not available in conjunction with any other promotions; 
Laurel Restaurant reserves the right to explain these offers.

Applicable Types 
of Card
UnionPay overseas card



Founded in 2007, Excellent Tang Palace has its restaurants situated at well-
equipped residential and commercial districts, each of which has a spacious dining hall 
and multi-functional ballroom equipped with high-end audio-visual system, making 
it a perfect place for wedding ceremonies and social activities, for which banquet 
combo and a wide range of Cantonese dishes will be served. Apart from serving 
for the medium and high-end business and family customers, Excellent Tang Palace 
mainly provide all kinds of banquets and wedding feasts.
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Kamii Restaurant is dedicated to combining multinational cuisines and Chinese catering 
culture. Kamii cuisine pays much attention to the application of seasonal ingredients 
and has gradually extended from the traditional cuisine to carefree creative cuisine.

Kamii Restaurant Excellent Tang Palace

Enjoy priority for seat arrangement; enjoy free offer of 
private home cuisine (before being sold out)

15% off
Present bank cards as set 
forth in Contract

Excluding seafood, drinks, abalone and special-offer cuisine 
Not available in conjunction with any other coupons and promotions.

Luohu Store: 6/F,Glory Plaza, Renmin South Road,  Luohu 
District, Shenzhen� 
86-755-82611001 
Midtown Store: G/F, Yijing Central City Plaza, 1st Fuhua 
Road, Futian District, Shenzhen 
86-755-82780059
Kingkey Banner Store: 3/F, Kingkey Banner Plaza, 
Interchange of 2nd Shum Wan Road and Mangrove Baishi 
Road, Nanshan District, Shenzhen City,
86-755-86286060

Excellent Tang Palace, Beijing (Wangjing Branch): 3/F, 
Fangheng Shopping Centre, 6th yard of Wangjing Futong 
Avenue, Chaoyang District, Beijing, 86-10-84785198
Excellent Tang Palace, Shenzhen (Eastgate Branch): 6/
F, Zhonghai Shopping Mall, 1, Xinyuan Road, Luohu District, 
Shenzhen,  86-755-82178790

Applicable Types 
of Card
UnionPay overseas card

Applicable Types 
of Card
UnionPay overseas card
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Tang Palace Seafood Restaurant established in 1997 is a flagship brand of Tang 
Palace. Restaurants sharing this brand are mostly located in busy business and 
residential districts, taking mdium and high-end business and family guests as their 
primary consumers. Each Tang Palace Seafood Restaurant employs a variety of 
decorating styles, so as to provide a business dining environment and relaxing dining 
experience for guests. The restaurant mainly offers seafood, snacks and various 
Cantonese cuisines. Any Tang Palace Seafood Restaurant, wherever it is located, 
can always win praise from local consumers. The branches of Tang Palace Seafood 
Restaurant are now distributed in many cities including Beijing, Shanghai, Suzhou, 
Hangzhou, Shenzhen and Dongguan.

Tang Palace Seafood Restaurant

15% off

Excluding seafood, drinks, abalone and 
special-offer cuisine 
Not available in conjunction with any other 
coupons and promotions.

Tang Palace Seafood Restaurant, Beijing  (Mingzu Branch): 1/F, Mingzu Hotel, 
51 Fuxingmen Nei Street, Beijing, 
86-10-66059327

Tang Palace Seafood Restaurant, Beijing  (Xinqiao Branch): 2/3/F, Xinqiao 
Hotel, 2 Dongjiaominxiang, Beijing
86-10-65129603

Tang Palace Seafood Restaurant, Beijing  (New century Branch): 2/F, New 
Century Hotel, 7 Shouti South Road, Beijing, 
86-10-68491313

Tang Palace Seafood Restaurant, Beijing  (Chaoyang Branch): 1/F, Tibet Hotel, 
118 North Fourth Ring Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing, 
86-10-64985543

Tang Palace Seafood Restaurant, Beijing  (North Joy City Branch): 9/F, Joy 
City, 101 Chaoyang North Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing, 
86-10-85517276

Tang Palace Seafood Restaurant, Beijing  (FullLink Branch): 4/F, Full Link Plaza, 
18 Men Wai Avenue, Chaoyang District, Beijing, 
86-10-65889388

Tang Palace Seafood Restaurant, Shanghai (Metropark Branch): 1/2/F, 
Metropark Hotel Apartment, 103 East Zhu An Bang Road,  Changning District, 
Shanghai, 
86-21-62513960

Tang Palace Seafood Restaurant, Shanghai (Galaxy stores): 2/F, Galaxy Hotel, 
88 Zhongshan West Road, Changning District, Shanghai,
 86-21-62198898

Tang Palace Seafood Restaurant, Shanghai (Zhengda Branch): 6/F, Zhengda 
Square, 168 West Lujiazui Road, Pudong New Area, Shanghai, 
86-21-50988868

Tang Palace Seafood Restaurant, Shanghai (Magnolia Branch): 2/F, Baiyu 
Hotel, 1251 Siping Road, Yangpu District, Shanghai, 
86-21-55133998

Tang Palace Seafood Restaurant, Dongguan(Shibo Branch): 2/4/F, Area H, 
Expo Square,Dongcheng District Avenue, Dongguan, 
86-227-63666

Tang Palace Seafood Restaurant, Shenzhen(Wande Branch): 3/F, Wande 
Building, 1019 Shennan Zhong Road, Futian District, Shenzhen , 
86-755-25866892

Tang Palace Seafood Restaurant, Suzhou: 5/F, New East Metro Mall, 245 
Guanqian Road, Pingjiang District, Suzhou, 
86-512-69168288

Tang Palace Seafood Restaurant, Hangzhou: 6/F, Mixc Mall,701 Fuchun Road, 
Jianggan District, Hangzhou , 
86-571-81999138

Applicable Types 
of Card
UnionPay overseas card
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15% off

Excluding seafood, drinks, abalone and 
special-offer cuisine 
Not available in conjunction with any 
other coupons and promotions.

Tang Palace Group established its brand “Tang's Cuisine” in 2008, aimed at 
business diners of high-end consumer levels. Tang's Cuisine Restaurants are 
mostly located in the central business districts and senior hotels or shopping 
malls. A series of classic interior decorations emerged in the Tang's Cuisine, 
striving to providing modern and extravagant dining experience to guests. 
Its memu is mainly focused on the best seafood, the nourishing stewed 
specialties, and a variety of high-quality fine Cantonese cuisines.

Tang's Cuisine

Tang's Cuisine, Beijing (Haoyuan Branch): 1/F, Jianguo Garden Hotel, 
17, Jianguomen Nei Street, Beijing, 
86-10-65131288

Tang's Cuisine, Shanghai (Disheng Branch): 3/4/F, Jiangdisheng Square, 
400, Changle Road, Luwan District, Shanghai, 86-21-54667377

Tang's Cuisine, Shanghai (Tianxi Branch): 2/F, Sky Fortune Boutique 
Hotel, 358, Hong Xu Road, Minhang District, Shanghai,
 86-21-64659068

Tang's Cuisine, Shanghai (Marriott Branch): 2/F, Hongqiao Marriott 
Hotel, 2270 Hongqiao Road, Changning District, Shanghai, 
86-21-62866308/62866328

Applicable Types 
of Card
UnionPay overseas card
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Cantonese Restaurant. Lulu Restaurant ( oriental branch) is two hundred meters south of Ciyunsi bridge , 
East Fourth Ring Road, Chaoyang District, which has convenient traffic conditions. 
With a unique architectural style and brilliant and noble decoration, it is able to provide 
guests an elegant and comfortable dining environment with a spacious hall and 
luxurious compartments, serving authentic Shanghai dishes and all kinds of abalones, 
shark’s fins and bird’s nests cooked by celebrity chefs from Hong Kong. Shanghai 
Lulu Restaurant Management Co., Ltd is run based on scientific and international 
management experience. The oriental branch will stick to the consistent principle of 
“customer foremost, service first” and warmly welcome customers, old and new, to 
visit the restaurant.

Xiaotaoyuan Hostel LuLu Restaurant

10% off

10% off (general)Excluding special-offer dishes.

Excluding seafood, abalone, drinks, 
special-offer dishes, promotion food, 
crab meat and cigarette.

5007 Luohu Commercial City, Railway Station Plaza, Luohu 
District, Shenzhen
86-755-82322833

No. A1  Ciyun Temple, Chaoyang District, Beijing
86-10-65080101/65080505

Applicable Types 
of Card
UnionPay overseas card

Applicable Types 
of Card
UnionPay overseas card
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The brand concept of Pacific Coffee originated from the coffee culture of 
Seattle. The coffee shop have become a place for friends to get together, 
where you can enjoy the fragrant large-cup American espresso in a cozy 
environment. Since founded in Hong Kong in 1992, Pacific Coffee has been 
dedicated to providing the consumers with world-class high-quality coffee 
and engrossed in promoting coffee culture.

Pacific Coffee

UnionPay cardholders may enjoy free upgrade of 
handcrafted beverage upon purchase by designated 
UnionPay cards.

Excluding Coffee, promotion beverages, bottled beverages 
and juice,
The above offer applies to the designated Pacific Coffee 
outlets in mainland China,
The above offer will remain valid until December 31, 2013,
The above offer is not allowed to be exchanged for cash 
and refund,
The above offer is not available in conjunction with any other 
promotions (excluding self-carrying cup offer).

Pacific Coffee, Shanghai (Daning Branch): Room 101, Baohua International Plaza, 
666,670 Wanrong Road, Zhabei District, Shanghai,T-86-21-51,782,363 F: 
86-21-51782367

Pacific Coffee, Shanghai (Thumb Plaza Branch): 1/F, No.11,199 Lane, Fang 
Dian Road, Pudong New Area, Shanghai, T: 86-21-68920007 F: 86-21-
68920010

Pacific Coffee, Shanghai (Oriental Hopes Plaza Hotel): 1st floor office lobby of 
East Hope Building, 1777 Century Avenue, Pudong New Area, Shanghai, T: 86-
21-61019951, F: 86-21-61019952

Pacific Coffee, Shanghai (Hongyi Plaza Branch): S-118 Shop, 299 Nanjing 
Road, Shanghai, T: 86-21-61356290, F: 86-21-61356289

Pacific Coffee, Shanghai (Hongqiao Airport Branch1 ): 8A-2 shop, Terminal 2 , 
Shanghai Hongqiao Airport T: 86-21-22382567 F: 86-21-22382567

Pacific Coffee, Shanghai (Hongqiao Airport Branch 2):Shop 4E-1, Terminal 2, 
Shanghai Hongqiao Airport T: 86-21-22382568 F: 86-21-22382568

Pacific Coffee, Shanghai (Hongqiao Airport Branch 3): B2-20, Shop, Terminal 1, 
Shanghai Hongqiao Airport, T: 86-13774340509

Pacific Coffee, Shanghai (Huaihai Zhong Road Branch): Room 02,Lan Sheng 
Building, 2-8, Huaihai Zhong Road, Luwan District, Shanghai, T: 86-21-
33153296 F: 86-21-33153297

Pacific Coffee, Shanghai (Pudong Kerry City Branch): L213 Shop, Kerry City, 
1378 Hua Mu Road, Pudong, Shanghai, T: 86-21-61908907 F: 86-21-
61908192

Pacific Coffee, Shanghai (Pudong Kerry City Branch ): L205 Shop,2/F, Kerry 
City, 1378 Hua Mu Road, Pudong, Shanghai, T: 86-21-61908897

Pacific Coffee, Shanghai (Celebrity Commercial Building Branch): Room 211-
212,L2/F, Celebrity Mall, 300 Nanjing East Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai, T: 
86-21-60452218 F: 86-21-60452217

Pacific Coffee, Shanghai (Yifeng Plaza Branch): A03 (1), L1/F, Yifeng Plaza 
shopping center, 1363 North Sichuan Road, Shanghai, T: 86-21-60405191, F: 
86-21-60405192

Pacific Coffee, Shanghai (People's Park Branch): Room 206, Chong Hing 
Financial Center, 288 Nanjing Road West, Shanghai, T: 86-13818532932

Pacific Coffee, Shanghai (Pucheng Road Branch): 1F-A, 367, Pucheng Road, 
Pudong New Area, Shanghai, T: 86-21-50623701, F: 86-21-50623702

Pacific Coffee, Shanghai (Xin Zhuang Zhongsheng Branch):07 Shop,3/F, 
Zhongsheng World,5001, Xin Zhuang City Road, Minhang District, Shanghai , T: 
86-21-64196676, F: 86-21-64196682

Pacific Coffee, Shanghai (Shanghai Stadium Branch): A under the 5th ladder, 
Shanghai Stadium, 666 Tianyaoqiao Road, Xuhui District, Shanghai, T: 86-21-
61200138 F: 86-21-61200137

Applicable Types 
of Card
UnionPay overseas card
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Pacific Coffee, Shanghai (Standard Chartered Bank Branch): 16/F, Standard 
Chartered Bank Building, 201 Century Avenue, Pudong, Shanghai

Pacific Coffee, Shanghai (ASE Branch): Room F1615-B, F1618-B, 
F1617, 618 Xujiahui Road, Shanghai, T: 86-21-60932219 F: 86-21-
60932220

Pacific Coffee, Shanghai (Pacific Financial Branch): 03 shop, 1/F, Pacific 
Finance Building, 488 Yincheng Road, Pudong New Area, Shanghai, T: 86-
21-60451288, F: 86-21-60451879

Pacific Coffee, Shanghai (Scenic River Square Branch): Room 108, 1/F, 
Scenic River Plaza, Lane 168 No. 136 , Dadu River Road, Putuo District, 
Shanghai, T: 86-21-52386231, F: 86-21-52386232

Pacific Coffee, Shenzhen (Merchants Digital Tower Branch): Shop 103, 
Block B, Garden Digital Building, 1079 Nanhai Avenue, Nanshan District, 
Shenzhen,T: 86-755-26695105, F: 86-755-23997432

Pacific Coffee, Shenzhen (China Phoenix Building Branch): 1 East Hall, China 
Phoenix Building, 2008 Shennan Road, Futian District, Shenzhen, T: 86-
755-82766091, F: 86-755-23997432

Pacific Coffee, Shenzhen (Dameisha Outlets):Unit E1, Apartment Building E, 
2 Huaiyandu Street, Yantian District, Shenzhen, T: 86-755-25264380, F: 
86-755-21520116

Pacific Coffee, Shenzhen (Donghai Town Square Branch):102,103,143 
Shop, 1/F, Donghai Town Plaza, Futian District, Shenzhen, T: 86-755-
23615135 F: 86-755-23612419

Pacific Coffee, Shenzhen (East China Sea International Center Branch):No. 
100 of the frist period of East China Sea International Center, Futian District, 
Shenzhen, T: 86-755-82790584 F: 86-755-82536570

Pacific Coffee, Shenzhen (the Excellence Times China Resources Bank 
Branch):Shop 103, 1/F, Second Phase of Excellence Times Square, 8 Third 
Center Road, Futian District, Shenzhen, T: 86-755-23619603, F: 86-
755-23619615

Pacific Coffee, Shenzhen (China Exchange Square Branch): Shop L1-34, 
China Exchange Square, Jingtian South Road, Futian District, Shenzhen, : 86-
755-23900046, F: 86-755-23824072

Pacific Coffee, Shenzhen (Jinguanghua Square Brach): L1-029, L1/F, King 
Glory Plaza, 2028 South Road, Shenzhen, T: 86-755-82213002, F: 86-
755-82611318

Pacific Coffee, Shenzhen (Longgang Tian An Cyber Park Branch):A 
103, plant 3, New Longgang Tian An Cyber Park, Huang Ge North Road, 
Longgang District, Shenzhen T: 86-755-89213820, F: 86-755-
89213821

Pacific Coffee, Shenzhen (Moore City Branch): S150Z Shop, 1/F, Moore 
City Mall, 860 Shenhui Road, Longgang District,Shenzhen, T: 86-755-
28393860 F: 86-755-89347523

Pacific Coffee, Shenzhen (MixC Branch): Shop 422, MixC Shopping Mall, 
1881 Baoan Nan Road, Luohu District, Shenzhen, T: 86-755-82660630, 
F: 86-755-25893417

Pacific Coffee, Shenzhen (MixC Branch 2):KS230 Shop, Building D, Huarun 
Jun Yue Hotel, 1881 Baoan Nan Road, Luohu District, Shenzhen, T: 86-
755-82690669, F: 86-755-22919220

Pacific Coffee, Shenzhen (Tianli city Branch): 12,2/F, Tianli city second 
phase, Houhai Road, Nanshan District, Shenzhen, T: 86-755-86636905, 
F: 86-755-86636905




